
Web Development Group 7/22/08 
Present: Boyd, Candido, Dixon, Juhl, Lennertz Jetton, Morgan, Nutt, Walker 

 
 
Happy Birthday, Jan! 

 
 
 

 
Action items in yellow.  
1. Minutes from 7/8/08 meeting 

approved with two edits 
 

2. Fine Arts and GIS Pages 
Juhl announced that both the Fine Arts and GIS pages had been made live.  Congrats were passed to 
Jan for all the hard work.  Candido requested that the main exhibits page be updated so as to not 
confuse users who click to visit the FAL page, which does not always display the Dombek watercolor 
that has been permanently installed at FAL (done).   
 

3. Research Wizard 
Lennertz Jetton had previously emailed the group with the report that the Learning Collaborative had 
approved the Wizard.  Juhl suggested that the entire library staff should be invited to offer 
comments.  Juhl will add a survey element after which Boyd will send the invitation out on Tuesday 
Times (done).  
 

4. Annual Report 
Juhl asked for comments and additions to the draft annual report. Several typos were corrected and 
the leisure reading project was added back into the goals for the coming year.   
 

5. Special Collections Redesign 
Nutt asked the group for comments on the several preliminary header designs developed by Nathan 
Lord.  All of the designs were appealing.  The group suggested that Nathan try to alter the colors on 
the Arkansas flag and Traveler motifs; they will then be shown to Special Collections staff for 
comments.  
 
Nutt is still trying to schedule a meeting with Special Collections staff to discuss their concerns on a 
web site redesign.  
 

6. Building Surveys 
Juhl announced the amazing success of a quick student survey Morgan had put together for Juana 
Young.  There have been more than 1050 student responses in less than 2 weeks.   
 

7. GIS and Sanborn Maps 
Dixon demonstrated a new online archive of digitized Sanborn maps, geospatial, and directory data at 
Lehigh University, "Beyond Steel." (http://digital.lib.lehigh.edu/beyondsteel/)   The City of Fayetteville 
has contacted Jan about a similar project to digitize Sanborn maps and host them on the city's GIS 
server.  Very impressive!  
 

Next meeting: Tuesday, August 12th at 11am in room 472B.   
 

Respectfully submitted,  
B. Juhl 8 oz.   
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